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In addition to the scientific programme, it is apparent that many see this Symposium
as the premier opportunity in the region to interact at a variety of levels with their
colleagues and peers. The inclusion of 10 Special sessions this year organized by
organizations such as UNEP, WWF, and Birdlife International, shows the importance
that stakeholders place on this biannual event as a catalyst for bringing people together.
The increased size of the Symposium has also required different approaches to be
adopted for its organisation, and the role of WIOMSA Country Coordinators, the
Local Organising Committee, and other partners, in addition to that of the WIOMSA
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This year, the biannual WIOMSA Scientific Symposium was held in Mombasa
for the second time, 14 years after the first occasion in 1997. This 7th WIOMSA
Symposium proved to be the most popular yet, with nearly 500 delegates
attending. The Symposium has seen a steady increase in attendance over the years,
emphasising the importance that regional and international scientists, managers and
decision-makers place on this gathering. From humble beginnings, with around 30
participants making presentations over two days in 1997, this year saw a staggering
215 oral and 242 poster presentations being delivered.
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Secretariat, has become
climate change in a variety
Thanks for the wonderful
increasingly
important.
of contexts and disciplines
symposium we had last week. It
Preparation for the event
in the marine and coastal
is truly amazing what WIOMSA
began many months
environment.
has already accomplished these
before October 2011,
past years and the WIO scientific
Oral presentations ran
with local organisation
community is bubbling! - Henrich
in five parallel sessions
being spearheaded by a
Bruggemann
on Monday through to
committee headed by the
Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute Thursday, with the Tuesday afternoon devoted
(KMFRI) and comprised of other Mombasa- exclusively as a poster session, where poster
based organizations such as Department of presenters had the opportunity to engage with
Fisheries, Kenya Wildlife Services and WCS- other participants on their particular research The Minister for Fisheries Development Hon. Kingi
Kenyan programme. The overall organisation areas. Research group and other informal addresses participants.
of the Symposium was coordinated by the side meetings were ongoing throughout
the week, while a formal special session of marine science in Kenya as a whole was
WIOMSA Secretariat in Zanzibar.
day was scheduled on Friday. Ten special significantly promoted, both through coverage
The Symposium kicked off with an opening sessions were run on that day focussing on in the media and in locally organised events
ceremony attended by several dignitaries diverse subjects ranging from population such as the Dhow race and art competitions by
including the Honourable Amason Kingi, health in the coastal zone, endangered different levels of primary schools in Mombasa,
Minister of Fisheries Development in Kenya, marine mammals, seabirds, tuna fisheries, preceding the Symposium. These community
Prof Micheni Ntiba, Permanent Secretary in the to mangrove habitats. In addition several of eventswent a long way to raise the profile of
same Ministry, Dr Johnson Kazungu, Director these sessions provided the opportunity for marine science in Kenya, and in particular in
of KMFRI, Dr Gity Behravan, First Secretary committees and ongoing regional initiatives the immediate areas surrounding Mombasa.
and Senior Research Advisor at the Embassy to report back to their constituencies. Of note Participants were also provided the opportunity
of Sweden, Nairobi, and the representative of was the annual meeting of the Secretariat to to enjoy some of the delights that Kenya has to
Sida, Dr Nirmal Shah, President of WIOMSA, the Memorandum of Understanding on the offer by joining several excursions organised
Dr Julius Francis, Executive Secretary of Conservation and Management of Dugongs for the final Saturday before departure. These
WIOMSA and Dr Jared Bosire, Chairman and their Habitats throughout their Range,and included cultural tours as well as visits to some
of the Local Organizing Committee. In the meeting focussing on Assessments for the spectacular game areas.
addition the conference was attended by the Regular Reporting Process, Africa Environment
The Symposium was sponsored by the
WIOMSA Board of Trustees as well as the Outlook and the State of Coast Reports for the
Swedish
International
Development
MASMA Programme Scientific Committee, Nairobi Convention.
Agency (Sida); IOC/UNESCO, the Nairobi
representatives of Intergovernmental and Non
Convention and WWF. The Symposium
Governmental Organizations and National Six keynote presentations were delivered
during the morning plenary sessions by leaders was also supported by several Kenya-based
Research and Academic Institutions.
in a variety of disciplines, both from within and organizations including the National Council
Presentations were made by regional and outside of the region. While several of these of Science and technology; South West
international scientists and practitioners as well focussed on climate change, others looked Indian Ocean Fisheries Project (SWIOFP);
as a host of students, many of whom were able more generally at marine science development, National Bank of Kenya; Kenya Marine and
to attend the conference through benefitting ocean governance, and the valuation of coastal Fisheries Research Institute (KMFRI); KMFRISACCOS; and Kenya Wildlife Services. Others
from partial grants from WIOMSA.The guiding goods and services such as fisheries.
include: Kenya Maritime Authority, Wildlife
theme of this year’s Symposium was “COPING
WITH GLOBAL CHANGE”. This was intended While a wealth of scientific research was Conservation Society, Tricepts Management
to reflect the urgent need to address changes reported on at the Symposium, the opportunity Solutions, Sarova Group of Hotels, Tamarind
and threats to the fragile ecosystems of our for networking in a large and diverse region Group, Milele Beach, Severin Sea Lodge,
planet at a variety of levels, and embraced a call cannot be over-emphasised. This was Kenya Airways, Spartan Football Club and
for action based on good scientific evidence. As facilitated also by the opening function held Department of Fisheries.
usual, this WIOMSA Symposium welcomed the at the White Sands Hotel
Congratulations to you and your team for the WIOMSA
participation of a very broad range of disciplines, on the Monday evening,
Symposium! And some really fascinating presentations; I was
and it is expected that these will indeed make and the spectacular closing particularly impressed/interested in the connectivity work that
a significant contribution to that body of good event hosted at the historic
is being done in the region. I am writing a more or less deskscientific evidence that is needed to support Fort Jesus, overlooking based review of coral reef ecosystem management initiatives in
strategies and actions to address change, both the harbour entrance in the region (with some reference to global trends as well) for the
in our region and globally. This Symposium Mombasa town. Both SIDS project that started in August and is based in Mauritius. I
was quite special in this regard, as it allowed the these events provided will endeavour to capture the essence of this important work –
multi-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary topics relaxed environments for
Jim Anderson
that fall under this theme to be presented in participants to get to know
All
in
all, it is believed that this year’s
one forum, supporting strong linkages between each other better. Several awards were made
Symposium lived up to the expectation
during
these
functions
including
an
Honorary
the many disciplines in addressing some of the
that it provided the leading regional
environmental challenges that we are faced with. membership award to Dr Magnus Ngoile, in
forum for communication and networking
recognition
of
his
distinguished
contribution
As could be expected many of the presentations
among marine scientists, managers and
this year focussed on issues surrounding with respect to development of marine science
practitioners. In so doing the Symposium
research
in
the
region
and
Fellow
membership
resilience, vulnerability and adaptation to
award to Dr NyawiraMuthiga, in recognition to has contributed significantly in assisting
It was a great event once again,
her outstanding work or significant contribution WIOMSA to fulfil it’s ongoing mandate to
and I heard nothing but positive
promote the development of marine and
to marine science research in the region.
impressions from those that I spoke to
coastal science professionals, advance
... congratulations one again to you, your
Apart from the overall regional benefits marine and coastal science and promote the
team and the LOC - all pulled together
resulting from the Symposium, the profile of conservation and sustainable development
spectacularly!! – David Obura
the KMFRI, as the host of the Symposium, and of the coastal and marine environment.
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A Region of Marine Science
By Nirmal Shah
keystone in the facilitation of A Region of
Marine Science, has grown from humble
beginnings with around 30 participants
making presentations over two days in
1997, to the staggering 215 oral and 242
poster presentations, and an attendance of
over 500 participants, at this year’s event.
This is testament to the importance that
scientists, managers AND decision-makers
place on this gathering. In addition to the
scientific programme, many see this as
the premier opportunity to interact with
colleagues, peers and seniors.

WIOMSA President Nirmal Shah during the opening ceremony.

If we thumb through the annals of scientific
and environmental management history of
this region we are forced to confront a hard
fact - in a place where most indigenouslygrown organisations have short life spans,
WIOMSA has flourished, not in leaps and
bounds but steadily and, I hope, sustainably. It
is difficult to believe that for the 7th Scientific
Symposium we returned to Kenya 14 years after
the first Symposium was held here, and that
the Association has successfully organised 6
Scientific Symposia since that first one in 1997,
with each larger than the preceding one.
If we position these facts in the light of history
we truly appreciate what a great achievement
the WIOMSA Symposium is. As far as I know
the first modern marine science symposium
on the Indian Ocean held in the region by an
organisation from the Indian Ocean region
was the Symposium on the Indian Ocean and

Adjacent Seas—Their Origin, Science and
Resources held at Cochin, India in January
1971 by the Marine Biological Association of
India, an NGO like WIOMSA. Only one or
two people from the WIO attended. I was taken
there by my father who presented a paper. It has
taken a long time for our sub region to be able
to showcase its own marine science capability.
And the WIOMSA Scientific Symposium has
been the only continuous regional platform for
presentation, discussion, partnering and discovery!
When I am asked to describe WIOMSA’s
achievements in one sentence I simply say
this: “WIOMSA has built A Region of Marine
Science”. By this I mean that while marine
science has been on-going prior to WIOMSA,
it was this association that systematically
and strategically facilitated, and sometimes
even pushed, scientists to collaborate across
institutions, countries and disciplines.

The guiding theme of this year’s
Symposium was “COPING WITH
GLOBAL CHANGE”. This reflects the
urgent need to address threats to the
ecosystems of our planet at a variety of
levels, and embraces a call for action
based on sound scientific evidence. This
theme is particularly pertinent in the
lead up to the COP 17 meeting later
this year as well as the Rio +20 next
year. Our Symposium was quite special
in this regard as it allowed the multidisciplinary and trans-disciplinary topics
that fall under this theme to be presented
in one forum.
The success of the Symposium, and
WIOMSA in general, is due to our
members, our Board, our Partners and
last but not least our dynamic secretariat.
It’s only by working together that we
will be able to address the challenges of
global change and it is my hope that the
contribution that WIOMSA makes to this
process continues to grow and to inspire.
Dr. Nirmal Shah , President of WIOMSA, is
the longest serving elected Board Member
having also been the first Chair of the
MASMA PC for a period of 6 years.

The WIOMSA Symposium, which is a

Top Regional Marine Scientists Named Fellow and Honorary Members of
WIOMSA
The WIOMSA Board of Trustees recently named 2 outstanding scientists
as fellow and honorary members of WIOMSA. Dr. Nyawira Muthiga
was awarded Fellowship Membership and Dr. Magnus Ngoile Honorary
Membership. This brings the total number of scientists to attain these
prestigious awards to 4 Honorary Members and 8 Fellow members.
Fellow Membership and Honorary Membership are the highest awards
conferred by WIOMSA. They are conferred to individuals in recognition
of their track record of achievements. Honorary Membership is awarded
to individuals who have rendered notable service to the development of
marine science in the WIO region. Fellow Membership is awarded to the
scientists with outstanding work or significant contribution to marine
science research in the region. This year’s selection of awardees was
done by a panel consisting of previous award recipients.
Dr. Ngoile receives his Honorary Membership award from
Dr. Gity Behvaran, The Sida Representative.
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The announcement was made during the
opening cocktail of the 7th WIOMSA Scientific
Symposium, held at the Whitesands Hotel in
Mombasa on the 24th of October 2011.
Magnus Ngoile, who is currently the Policy
and Governance Coordinator, UNDP/GEF
Agulhas Somali Currents Large Marine
Ecosystems (ASCLME), is no stranger
to WIOMSA having been central to the
establishment of the association. He was
the Association’s founding member, first
President/Chairman and a member of the
Board of Trustees of WIOMSA for several
years. In 1999, he won a Pew Marine
Conservation Award, a prestigious award in
marine conservation that he used to promote
community based marine and coastal
management in Kilwa District, Tanzania.
He holds a PhD in Fisheries Science from the
University of Aberdeen, Scotland, completed
in 1987, an M.Sc. in Fisheries Science from
Humboldt State University, Arcata, California,
USA, completed in 1977 and a B.Sc. in
Zoology & Botany from the University of Dar
es Salaam, Tanzania completed in 1974.
He has served in various capacities in marine
conservation at nation, regional and global
levels, including: the Director of the Institute
of Marine Sciences of the University of Dar
es Salaam; the Coordinator of the IUCN
Global Marine and Coastal Programme;
the Director General Tanzania National
Environment Management Council; and
the Team Leader for the EEZ Governance
Facilitation Team for the Marine and Coastal
Management Environment (MACEMP).
He has extensive experience in policy,
governance and management issues
related to marine and coastal resources
and environment. Dr. Ngoile initiated
and promoted the development of the
instruments for the establishment of marine
parks and reserves for Tanzania including
Mafia Island Marine Park and has played a
key role in the development of the Tanzania
Coastal and environmental policies and
legislation. He coordinated the collection
of base line marine and coastal data which
assisted in the development of the Zanzibar
Environmental Policy. He also assisted in the
development of community based marine
conservation projects. Dr. Ngoile developed a
marine science capacity building for Tanzania
through the support SAREC and later of
Sida-SAREC; the support which continues
to date. At a regional level, he played a key
role in the development of marine sciences
in Eastern Africa and capacity building
through the support of Sida-SAREC. Finally,
Dr. Ngoile was central to the organization
of the two regional ministerial conferences
for the development of a regional approach
to integrated coastal management (ICM) in
Eastern Africa, opening a dialogue between
the players in policy-planning-managementresearch for ICM.
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Nyawira Muthiga, who holds a Ph.D. University
of Nairobi, Zoology Department, Nairobi,
Kenya is currently the Director, Marine
Program Kenya and Conservation Scientist
at the Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS).
In this position her responsibilities include
developing and implementing the marine and
coastal research and biodiversity conservation
programs for the WCS Western Indian Ocean
project including research on coral reefs,
fisheries and MPAs, and studies on species of
special concern such marine turtles as well as
the development of community conservation
and awareness initiatives. She worked at Kenya
Wildlife Service (KWS) from 1999-2003 as
the Head of Coastal and Wetland Program
and working her final year there as Assistant
Director, Coast Conservation Area.
Dr. Muthiga was the longest serving President
of the Board of Trustees of WIOMSA, having
served in that capacity from 2000 to 2009.
During her tenure, she presided over the
Association’s rapid growth during the last
decade. She oversaw development of a new
strategy for WIOMSA and the Association’s
Resource Mobilization Strategy. She was
involved in the strengthening of WIOMSA
country chapters and networks, and improved
information dissemination and management
training activities.
She has served on, and in some cases, still is a
board member of various marine conservation
and research bodies such as Kenya Marine
Fisheries Research Institute, Kenya Maritime
Authority and World Fish Center. She is a
member of the Synthesis Panel of the GEF/WB
Coral Reef Targeted Research and Capacity
Building for Management Project; the Regional
Coordinator since 2007 World Commission
on Protected Areas (WCPA) – Marine, a
member of the working group of the National
Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis
(NCEAS), University of Santa Barbara, on
“Measuring ecological, economic, and social
values of coastal habitats to inform ecosystembased management of land- sea interfaces”;
the Chairman ,Kenya Sea Turtle Conservation
Committee (KESCOM); member and Chair of
the Coral Reef Task Force established under
the Nairobi Convention and implemented by
UNEP; the Kenya representative since 1996,
to International Coral Reef Initiative (ICRI)
and a is a member of the Global Coral Reef
Monitoring Network (GCRMN) Scientific and
Technical committee.
Dr. Muthiga has contributed immensely to
the development and conservation of Marine
Science in the region. She has improved
the management of MPAs through the
development of management plans, and
awareness and training programs at KWS. She
evaluated the effectiveness of three Kenyan
MPAs as a prelude to revision of the plans.
She has contributed to the revision of the
Malindi/Watamu and Kisite/Mpunguti MPA
plans with KWS. She has contributed to the
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Dr. Muthiga accepts her Fellow Membership Award.

strengthening of MPA management skills in
the region through various roles including
contributing to a regional Manual for MPA
managers and a Guide for MPA Management
in the Western Indian Ocean produced by
WIOMSA, training MPA management and the
WIOCOMPAS program. Through KESCOM
Nyawira has contributed to strengthening
community based conservation organizations.
As the community based area management
(Tengefu) movement has grown in Kenya, she
played a role by coordinating planning and
mapping of thirteen emerging management
areas in Kenya. As Chair of the Coral Reef
Task Force of the Nairobi Convention, she
oversaw the development of a regional
strategy for the management of coral reefs
focusing on climate change mitigation. She
coordinated with WIOMSA and KESCOM
a regional workshop that culminated in the
establishment of the Marine Turtle Task Force
of the WIO under the umbrella of the Nairobi
Convention and the Indian Ocean South East
Asian MOU for marine turtle conservation.
In Research and monitoring, Dr. Muthiga has
conducted and collaborated in numerous
studies on coral reefs, initially focusing on
human impacts on coral reefs, bleaching and
climate change and later on mechanisms
and processes that enhance or impede the
management of coral reefs, the management of
MPAs and their effectiveness and management
by local coastal communities. I have also been
involved in monitoring Kenyan coral reefs, the
longest annual monitoring program in the
region. She has authored and co-authored
more than 40 scientific articles, books and
book chapters; contributing invaluable
knowledge to our understanding of coral
reefs, the effectiveness and benefits of MPAs,
the impacts of bleaching and climate change
on coral reefs, and has led to development of
management interventions to mitigate some of
these impacts and to sustainably manage coral
reefs. Her interest in the involvement of local
communities in the management of coastal
resources and alternative livelihoods led to
coordination of a regional review and studies
on sea cucumbers as a potential alternative
livelihood. Another key area in which Dr.
Muthiga has been involved in is Capacity
building in Marine Sciences, supervising local
and foreign MSc and PhD students.
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Student Competition Winners Announced
Since the 5th WIOMSA Scientific Symposium, student
competitions have been organized to provide motivation,
encouragement and most of all recognition to the
most promising scientists and upcoming researchers
from the region and beyond. In the recently concluded
Seventh WIOMSA Scientific Symposium, held at the
White Sands Beach Resort and Spa, Mombasa from
the 24-29 of October 2011, more than 40 submissions
from MSc and PhD students, were received for the oral
and poster competition.
The contest for both oral and poster competitions
were very competitive with high quality submissions.
Selection criteria included the significance of the
research, quality and clarity of the presentation, the
scientific content- including the theoretical basis of
the study and robustness of the hypothesis/research
questions and the interpretation of results and
conclusion. The competition had 14 winners, 10 in
the oral competition and 4 in the poster competition.
The selection of winners was done by the symposium
scientific committee.
The scientific committee attended all student oral
presentations to select ten winners (three per day
-Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday being taken as
one day, and Thursday. An overall winner was then
selected amongst the ten winners. This year’s overall
winner in the student oral competition was Hampus
Eriksson from the Department of Systems Ecology,
Stockholm University for his presentation on Scales,
Mobility and Learning: A Regional Perspective
on the Management of Sea Cucumber Fisheries.
STUDENT ORAL PRESENTATIONS
Overall Winner Student Oral
Competition		

Hampus Eriksson

DAILY STUDENT ORAL COMPETITION WINNERS
Monday
1st Place
		
2nd Place
3rd Place
		
Wednesday
1st Place
		

Karen Chong Seng
Melissa Kay 		
Boonzaaier
Ahitantsoa Zaliah
Felicité Jean

Joint 2nd Place

Jude Bijoux

Joint 2 Place

Linda Harris

1 Place

Philile Mbatha

2nd Place

Mayra Pereira

nd

Thursday

Hampus 		
Eriksson

st

Joint 3 Place
		
rd

Joint 3rd Place

Hampus Eriksson accepts the award for Overall Best Oral Presentation.

Hampus won a return ticket to Seychelles from Kenya Airways and a book on
Marine Science from the University of Nairobi.
First place in the student poster competition went to Mathieu Séré of
Oceanographic Research Institute, Durban, Agence pour la Recherche et la
Valorisation Marine (ARVAM) and the IRD Centre, La Réunion, for his poster
entitled Identification and spatio-temporal patterns of coral diseases on
Reunion Island Coral Reefs. Mathieu won a return ticket to Maputo from
Kenya Airways. 2nd place went to Nosiphiwo Njokweni while 3rd place was won
jointly by Wayne Braazier and Njaratiana Rabearisoa.
This year winners were treated to an attractive array of prizes from various
sponsors ranging from flight tickets from Kenya Airways, accommodation
vouchers from Sarova Whitesands Beach Resort and Spa, Sarova Salt Lick,
dinner vouchers from Severin Sea Lodge, Mombasa Beach, Milele Beach,
Tamarind Dhow, to books and branded Kenya Airways tee-shirts. Kenya
Airways as a key sponsor of competition prizes send a delegation to hand
over the prizes. All winners received certificates for their accomplishments.
The award presentations were done during the official closing ceremony
of the symposium held at the Fort Jesus on the 28th of October 2011.
Congratulations to these winners and to every student who participated in
the competition. WIOMSA looks forward to seeing additional innovative
student research in the 8th Scientific Symposium!

Phanor Montoya
Maya
Christina Hicks

POSTER COMPETION WINNERS
1st Place
2nd Place
		
Joint 3rd Place
Joint 3rd Place
		

Mathieu Sere
Nosiphiwo 		
Springok Njokweni
Wayne Braazier
Njaratiana 		
Rabearisoa

Njaratiana Rabearisoa, one of the Poster Competition Winners standing by her poster
during the poster session.
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Art Fest at the Seventh WIOMSA Symposium
fascinating history of Mombasa’s landmark
feature through an amazing sound and light
show. The show was followed by a cocktail
in the fort’s inner courtyard, served by waiters
dressed as pirates. For their part, symposium
participants played their part in the artistic
night by creatively conjuring up African
costumes to fit the African night theme. The
fort served as a fitting backdrop for the winners
of the various art and student competitions
that were presented awards during the official
closing of the symposium.

One of the Upper Primary School Kids Art Competition Winners collecting his award.

It is hard to believe that WIOMSA
symposium with its principally scientific
content would be so conducive to art and
yet since the formal inception of an Arts and
Science Program in the 6th symposium in La
Réunion, it would seem that symposium
has been internally fostering and building a
genuine “art movement” amongst attending
scientists and researchers. The art theme was
manifest in three symposium competitions
- the boat race competition, the school art
competition and the photo competition.
The spirit of the arts was evident right from the
official opening ceremony of the symposium
where percussionists and drummers from
Bombolulu Workshop and Handicraft Centre
for the physically disabled led distinguished
guests and dignitaries in an impromptu jig
during the official opening ceremony of the
7th Scientific WIOMSA Symposium at the
Whitesands Beach Resort and Spa. About 500
participants were agog as theatrical special
effect smoke was released when the Minister of
Fisheries Development declared the symposium
officially opened. The pomp and glamour was

carried through to the opening cocktail held
on the grassy lawns of the Whitesands Garden
where symposium participants were treated to
a cultural feast that included sumptuous food,
drinks and music from the Hotel’s live Band
that had guests dancing well into the night
under the starry skies. The awards for the boat
winner’s competition and the honorary and
fellow member awards were presented during
the opening cocktail.
The sound and light show at the Fort Jesus on
the 28th of October 2011 was a fitting climax
of the arts extravaganza that the symposium
organizers planned for participants. Built
over 400 years ago by the Portuguese as a
stronghold at the entrance of the sheltered
harbour, Fort Jesus became the gateway to
the “Dark Continent” of Africa. The ancient
fort is a spectacular example of 16th century
Portuguese military architecture that has
survived centuries of conquest and attack.
Participants were received on arrival at the
fort by guards dressed as Portuguese and
Arab merchants in flowing robes and gripping
flaming torches. They later reenacted the

It was during the closing cocktail that the
top 3 photos in the 7th WIOMSA Scientific
Symposium photo contest, titled “Dealing
With Global Change” were announced.
The purpose of the 7th WIOMSA Scientific
Symposium Photo Contest was to demonstrate
impacts of global change at different levels and
how actions are contributing towards coping
with global change at a local or national
level. Contestants were asked to submit
photos depicting scenes from the marine
and coastal environment in the region, both
above and below the ocean surface, and can
illustrate relevant human activities, research,
environmental impacts, and wildlife.
The contest was open to every person and had
to be taken in the WIO Region. Along with
their photos, participants were asked to submit
a short description of their photo. 55 entries
were received for the competition, including
for the first time in the history of the photo
competition, and entry from a high school
student from Mombasa, Ms. Zainab Karim
who entered a photo with the catch caption
“You Versus Nature Who Wins”. A panel of
organizers selected 21 photos to be exhibited
during the symposium from which symposium
participants voted for their favourites. In a
closely contested vote, Ms. Anne Lemahieu of
IRD La Reunion, and Milton Adera, of KMFRI
won joint first place while Daudi Msangameno
was declared third. Ms. Lemahieu took home
the third Kenya Airways prize of the night, a
return ticket to Johannesburg, Mr. Adera won
a night for two at Sarova Whitesands Spa and
Resort and Dr. Msangameno won dinner
at the Tamarind Dhow. They also received
certificates and the 3rd Edition of the Field
Guide to the Sea Shores of Eastern Africa and
the Western Indian Ocean.
All the photos entered in the competition will be
used in WIOMSA publications and materials
over the next year, in a tribute to all contestants.
The art competitions, particularly the photo
competition, the third since its inception in
Durban during the 5th symposium, with the
growing number and diversifying profile of
entrants is a strong indicator that Art is steadily
staking its claim, firmly entrenching itself as a
regular feature in the scientific symposium.

The Winning Photo, “ Man-made corridor in l’Etang-Salé, La Réunion”.
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KMFRI hosts pre-Symposium events for the 7th WIOMSA Symposium
In the lead up to the Seventh WIOMSA Scientific Symposium, held in Mombasa, Kenya from 24-29 October 2011, two special events,
the school art and boat competitions, were organized. These events were arranged with the intention of engaging the wider community
in the events, as a way to raise awareness on the coastal and marine environment and the threats that it faces as well as raise the
visibility and profile of the symposium and to ensure that the event was publicized outside the scientific circles.

The School Art
Competition
This event ran from 1st –
13th October 2011 and
targeted upper and lower
primary school students.
The distribution of the
flyers and the mobilization
of schools to participate in
the activity were undertaken
in partnership with the
Wildlife Clubs of Kenya
(WCK). A total of 33 schools
were targeted in Mombasa,
Kilifi, Kwale and Malindi
districts. At the close of the
competition, a total of 34
entries were received from
7 schools. There were 10
entries from lower primary,
15 entries from upper
primary and 9 entries from
one special school which
combined both upper and
One of the winning entries in the School Art Competition
lower primary.
The theme for the art competition was “coping with global change” which was the Symposium theme but simplified to capture the
imagination of the budding artists.
The art work was judged by a panel of 5 judges namely Makame Mohammed (Pungu Primary School), Hassan Mwadima (Mbweka
Primary School), Simon Wanyonyi (COMRED), Joyce Mangale (Wildlife Clubs of Kenya) and Sarah Ater (CORDIO, East Africa). The
winning entries were as follows:
Winners - Lower Primary

Winners - Upper Primary

1. Ali J. Mwachoyo (M), 10
yrs, Denyenye Primary,
Box 96128, Likoni

1. Mbetto Shabani Iddi (M),
17 yrs, Mbweka Primary,
Box 21, Matuga

2. Ali Mohammed (M), 10
yrs, Denyenye Primary,
Box 96128, Likoni

2. Mvumbo R. Mwalimu (M),
16 yrs, Pungu Primary,
Box 96296, Likoni

3. Ruquiyah Tiwiwalla (F),
10 yrs, MBS Educational
Institute, Box 95717,
GPO, Mombasa

3. Rama Mbetto (M), 14 yrs,
Mbweka Primary, Box 21,
Matuga

Winners special schools
category- Lower Primary

Winners special schools
category- Upper Primary

1. Erastus Mwango (M),
12 yrs, Class 3, Kibarani
school for the deaf, Box

1. Julius Kadenge (M), Class
7, Kibarani school for the
deaf

2. Jumaa Kazungu (M), 14
yrs, Class 2, Kibarani
school for the deaf

2. Kenneth Nyiro (M), 18
yrs, Class 8, Kibarani
school for the deaf

Following the event, the judges made various recommendations and this included having a longer period to enable students to participate
in the competition and the consideration of converging participants in respective areas to do art work together on the same date and
in one venue. As the interest from the special schools was high it was also recommended that in the future there should be a special
category for these schools.
The winning students participated in an award ceremony held during the closing dinner for the Symposium at Fort Jesus. The guest
of honor at this event was the Director General, Kenya Maritime Authority, Mrs. Nancy Karigithu, who presented each winner with a
plaque (with their names inscribed), a certificate of participation and a set of books. The books were donated by Mr. Tolbert Achayo of
the Spartan Football Club. The students also received branded T-shirts from Kenya Airways.
The WIOMSA Kenya Chapter will continue to look for opportunities of running similar art competitions annually in collaboration with
the Wildlife Clubs of Kenya and other partners to ensure that there is continuous sensitization of marine issues amongst schools in
Kenya.
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The Boat Competition
Another exciting event organized by
the Local Organizing Committee
was the Boat Competition held at
the Jomo Kenyatta Public Beach on
16th October 2011 at 3:00 pm. This
event brought together fishermen from
the Beach Management Units (BMU)
in the area surrounding the public
beach, a short distance away from
the Symposium venue. The fishermen
paired up and competed using their
local fishing canoes.

Dr. Yasin greeting the participants of the boat competition at the Jomo Kenyatta Public Beach

Getting ready to get into the sea

Participants at the close of the event

The event was publicized by way
of banners on the public beach and
sensitization of the fishermen through
the Fisheries Department and Kenya
Wildlife Service. The event attracted
26 participants, all of whom were
provided with T-shirts and reflector
jackets courtesy of the KMFRI
Cooperative Society (KMFRI SACCO).
The chief guest was Dr. Yasin Ahmed,
Board Member, KMFRI Board of
Management.
Support for this activity was provided
by Kenya Wildlife Service whose
rangers assisted in marking the route,
ensuring that the competitors kept to
the marked route and also provided
rescue
services.
The
Fisheries
Department assisted in mobilizing the
fishermen for the event. The Master
of Ceremony was the Honorary
Warden for the Mombasa Marine
Park, Mr. Bardale Tapata. The event
was flavoured by the presence of two
comedians, Abdullah Moi and Kasuku
Bin Kicheko who were crowd pullers.
The event was won by the following
teams of BMU RepresentativesPosition 1 -Nasoro Riziki and Hamisi
Shaibu;
Position
2: Mwalungu
Mwero Muzi and Riziki Kazungu
Karisa; Position 3: Michael Fondo
Gona and Coskaen Karisa Masha.
The winning teams were given cash
prizes and certificates of participation
that were also awarded to all the
competitors. The winners certificates’
were presented during the opening
cocktail of the WIOMSA Symposium,
held in the evening of 24 October
2011.
The interest in this event was very
high and the BMU representatives
requested the organizers to consider
hosting similar boat competitions
annually. This is highly positive as it
will serve as a great opportunity of
disseminating scientific information
on the conservation and management
of coastal and marine resources to
this important constituency.
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WIOMSA Hosts a “Getting into Print” workshop
By Cindy Huchery & Josh Cinner

David Temba and Lucy Dalusi, “Getting to Print” Participants share experiences during Tea.

In conjunction with the 7th Western Indian
Ocean Marine Science Association (WIOMSA)
Symposium, the Australian Research Council
(ARC) Centre of Excellence for Coral Reef
Studies hosted a one-day workshop on ‘Getting
into Print’ on October 23, 2011. This workshop
was directed at scientists interested in learning
how to navigate the publication process.
The workshop was run by Dr Joshua Cinner,
who holds a prestigious ARC Australian
Research Fellowship. Dr Cinner has published
over 45 peer reviewed papers and a book with
Oxford University Press. He serves on the
Editorial Boards of Conservation Biology,
Global Environmental Change, and Coastal
Management and has reviewed for over
30 journals. Cinner used his considerable
editorial, publishing, and reviewing experience
to provide insights into how to structure
manuscripts effectively and to navigate the
sometimes daunting peer-review process.
The workshop was attended by 25 participants
in different career stages, from graduate
students working on their first publication to
“The ‘Getting into Print’ workshop was
particularly beneficial and helpful for the
manuscripts I am currently preparing.” Camilla
Floros, Oceanographic Research Institute

“The workshop “Getting to Print” was a very
good initiative… Dr. Josh Cinner gave us a
good talk and exercise and we really think it
was useful to have it. We have learned some
of the secrets for the successful acceptance
of the paper… It is an initiative that would
be worthwhile repeating in the future”
Almeida Guissamulo

more senior scientists who wanted some tips
on getting their paper through peer-review.
Before the workshop, three participants who
were interested in having their work openly
critiqued were invited to send their manuscript
to Dr. Cinner. Cinner used them as living
examples of what to do and what not to do.
Cinner introduced the workshop by
explaining why it is important to publish
scientific papers. He talked about common
writing flaws and points of style using
examples of the participants’ manuscripts.
He then focused on what is in a paper, giving
some tips and recipes about the structure.
Participants read some of the introductions
and methods of the manuscripts’ examples,
and discussed how well structured and
clear there were. After the lunch break,
Cinner explained how to select a journal. He

provided participants with a guide on “Where
to Publish”, produced by him and Cindy
Huchery, which compile information and
metrics on key journals in interdisciplinary
field of marine resource management. He
then described how a journal works and went
through each steps of the review process
before a paper gets published. Finally he
talked about how to deal with and avoid
rejection, and gave important guidelines
about co-authorship.
This one day workshop was successful.
Participants were very involved in the
discussions and positive feedbacks were
received.
“I just wish to express my gratitude for
giving me the opportunity to participate in
the “Getting to Print Workshop”. It was well
organized and Facilitator (Joshua Cinner) was
excellent and well versed in the topic, and
I learnt a lot that will help me in my future
manuscripts. The materials provided were
excellent and very helpful and I can always go
back and refer to them. This is an important
workshop and I suggest that it be held in the
same manner in future for the upcoming
scientist in the region to improve the status of
our Publications in the region.” Esther Fondo,
Kenya Marine and Fisheries Research Institute
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Ecosystem values and coastal governance in a changing climate:
A synthesis and gap analysis workshop
By Christina Hicks

Workshop Participants in group work.

On the 28th of October WIOMSA hosted a
one day workshop at the 7th International
WIOMSA symposium in Mombasa. This
workshop was run by Christina Hicks and
Caleb McClennen; of James Cook University
and the Wildlife Conservation Society. The
ideas were inspired by the MASMA funded
economic valuation project and calls from
WIOMSA for greater cooperation and
collaboration between projects in the region.
Researchers from 12 active projects were
invited to participate and other interested
individuals were welcomed on the day.
Ecosystem services refer to the benefits people
get from nature. The Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment popularized this term, but
essentially, it tries to capture the idea that our
natural environment is important to us, for a
whole range of reasons. Sometimes it is clear
how and why our natural environment is
important, for example the food and income
we get from coral reef fishing. In these instances,
when we make daily decisions, we are likely to
take these benefits into consideration. However,
often we are unaware or only partially aware
of how our natural environment is important.
For example: the protection from storm surges
our coral reefs provide to our coastal houses
and communities; the knowledge we gain,

or enjoyment we feel, from our interactions
with nature, or; the ecological processes that
maintain and keep our reefs healthy. Because
these aspects of our natural environment are
less obvious there is the risk that when we
make decisions, as resource users, managers,
or politicians, we won’t take these benefits into
consideration and risk losing or damaging the
ability of our natural environment to provide
these benefits.
Developing tools to account for the full range
of ecosystem services we gain from nature,
should help in the sustainable governance
our natural resources and avoid unwanted
and unexpected resource degradation.
And although there has been wide spread
acceptance that accounting for these benefits
will help in decision making and influence
policy in an environmentally favorable way,
how this should occur is less clear. Questions
such as on what basis should we measure
these benefits need answering. There are
benefits of using dollar estimates; it provides
a common basis, and one that politicians can
relate to. However, do we need a measure that
is capable of capturing the many dimensions of
ecosystem value, which can include economic,
social, ecological and ethical considerations?

The name of the workshop was relatively broad
to capture the range of disciplines this field
attracts. As a result, there was considerable
academic and geographic diversity represented.
Thirty scientists and researchers representing
Universities, Government agencies and
NGO’s from Australia, America, Canada, UK,
Sweden, Norway, Reunion, Kenya, Tanzania,
Madagascar and South Africa attended.
Together we set out to establish what work
has been done in the region and critically
what needs to be done. Eight speed
presentations were delivered on topics that
ranged from, economic valuation, national
accounting, benefit sharing, global markets
and contribution to wellbeing. Using a
combination of small and large group work,
mapping and democratic voting, participants
organized into themes the range of projects
completed or under way in the region. Having
established the state of research in the region,
critical research gaps, alongside necessary
recommendations for good practice were
determined and prioritized.
The outputs of the workshop, which include
a policy brief and research priorities, will be
made available through WIOMSA in 2012.
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The Western Indian Ocean (WIO) Tuna Challenge
By Peter Scheren, Domingos Gove and Edward Kimakwa,
WWF-Coastal East Africa Initiative, P.O. Box 63117, Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania,pscheren@wwfesarpo.org
certification (Martin Purves, MSC Secretariat),
Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (David
Japss, CapFish Ltd), and an economic
valuation exercise which attempted to
answer the question: “who gets the benefits”
(Frederic Le Manach, University of British
Columbia). The presentations raised a lot of
discussion and facilitated a wider appreciation
of potential research areas around tuna
resources and propose practical solutions to
fill the research/scientific gaps. The results of
this analysis will help countries identify their
national research priorities, but also to define
potential research areas under the WIOMSA
MASMA programme, among others.

Fishing Boats

The Western Indian Ocean region accounts for
70 to 80% of the Indian Ocean catch of tuna,
representing 20% of the global tuna production
(the second largest in the world), worth some
US$2-3 billion annually. It is estimated that there
are over 7,000 authorized fishing vessels in the
IOTC area of competence. As fishing pressure
on tuna increases on a global scale, it is essential
that effective conservation and management
measures be implemented by the relevant
players to maintain the degree of exploitation
at levels that will ensure the sustainability of
the stocks. However, effective management
is complicated by the trans-boundary nature
of the tuna stocks, which are highly migratory.
This complexity is further aggravated by the
paucity of data on the tuna including stock
status, economic value, impact on non-target
species and global market dynamics; the weak
governance regimes at national and regional
level; as well as issues such as over-capacity
and IUU fishing (Fisheries experts have warned
that IUU fishing is costing Sub-Saharan Africa
countries some US$ 1 billion per year).
WWF is working closely with key partners in
the WIO region, including national fisheries
management and research organizations,
the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC)
and WIOMSA, to support efforts directed
towards promoting relevant research and
data collection to inform tuna fisheries policy
reforms in the WIO. In this regard, the Western
Indian Ocean (WIO) Tuna Challenge was
a special event organized jointly by WWF,
IOTC and WIOMSA on the margins of the
7th WIOMSA Scientific Symposium. The
event brought together fisheries experts from
government, regional fisheries management

organizations (RFMOs), academic and research
institutions, and civil society, to discuss tuna
fisheries related research in the Western Indian
Ocean region. The session was chaired by Dr.
Rondolph Payet, Regional Coordinator of the
South Western Indian Ocean Fisheries Project
and former President of the IOTC.
During the WIO Tuna Challenge side
event various papers and presentations by
renowned fisheries experts were presented
on key thematic topics, including an overview
of challenges and opportunities related to
tuna fisheries (Domingos Gove, WWF), MSC

Boats at Port.

A key recommendation from the session
centered around the question why there is
comparatively little research going on related to
tuna fisheries in the WIO region, in particular
considering the fact that tuna fishery represents
the single largest fisheries sector in the world,
and an important income-earner to many WIO
states. While some states, in particular France,
dedicate a considerable amount of attention to
the topic, others seem to have barely touched
on the issue. This is illustrated by the fact that
the WIOMSA Conference hosted only a single
presentation on the topic. The conclusion
reached by the participants in this regard related
to the need to create a platform for tuna–related
research (outside of the IOTC-forum), to be
hosted by WIOMSA, in order to make tunarelated research more popular and accessible
to the wider scientific audience of the region.
The three host-organizers of the session (WWF,
IOTC and WIOMSA) were urged to facilitate
the establishment of such forum.
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Dugong session at the WIOMSA Symposium
By Donna Kwan and Jenny Renell

A group photo from the special session on dugongs at the WIOMSA symposium.

In association with the 7th WIOMSA
Scientific Symposium, the Secretariat to the
Memorandum of Understanding on the
Conservation and Management of Dugongs
and their Habitats throughout their Range
(UNEP/CMS Dugong MOU) organized
a special session on progressing dugong
conservation in the South West Indian Ocean
sub-region, on Friday 28 October 2011.
The session shared information about
current dugong conservation, management
and research activities in the South West
Indian Ocean region. According to a most
recent assessment, the dugong population
is endangered in the South West Indian
Ocean (SWIO) region, and is not sustainable
enough to stand even one human-caused
dugong mortality. Incidental capture in small
scale artisanal and subsistence net fisheries
is the largest threat to dugong populations
over most of its range in the SWIO. The
focus of the UNEP/CMS Dugong MOU
is to tackle the biggest threats to dugongs
and support range states and groups that
are keen to conserve dugongs and build
resilience in species and community level.
Under the Dugong MOU, range states in
the South West Indian Ocean sub-region
have initiated a number of activities aimed
at improving conservation outcomes for
dugongs. For example, the session presented
case studies based on the implementation of
standardised dugong surveys in Comoros and
Madagascar during 2010 – more are underway
in Kenya, Madagascar, Mozambique and

Tanzania.These range states are using
the Standardised Survey Methodology
developed by the UNEP/CMS Dugong MOU
Secretariat. This survey tool is a low-cost,
low-techmethodto collect information on the
abundance and spatial distribution of dugongs
and their habitats as well as the key threats
to dugong populations– and it also contains
similar survey questions on marine turtles
and cetaceans. The UNEP/CMS Dugong
Standardised Survey Tool currently contains
a questionnaire, data upload file and project
manual, and data analyses protocols are
currently being developed. The Standardised
Survey Tool is freely available on the Dugong
MOU website.
In the session, Dr. David Blair from the
James Cook University (JCU) of Australia
presented a project on Global Dugong
Genetics Project. The project aims at
building a network across dugong range,
interested in collaborating in a study of
dugong genetics. The network would
include participants that can help provide
already collected or new samples for genetic
analysis.The genetic analyses can be done
in Australia or in any of the range states
where appropriate facilities and expertise
exist. This approach will provide valuable
information to provide an estimate of the
genetic diversity remaining in different
parts of the range, estimates of gene flow
and population size. The project has been
initiated by the JCU and supported by the
UNEP/CMS Dugong MOU Secretariat.

Most of the recent efforts of the Dugong
MOU Secretariat have gone into rolling
out pilot projects that are being developed
to trial the application of a Management
Tool Kit of advisory, financial incentives
and conservation tools, which include
financial incentives, gear modifications,
education, cultural tools, permits, fines,
including also the Standardised Survey
questionnaire. A tool can be selected and
implemented according to which best suits
to the particular site and community. With
the pilot projects the Secretariat is trying
to tackle the biggest threats to dugongs,
by-catch and over-harvesting. The focus of
the projects is sustainable management,
sustainable development and awarenessraising. The overall objective of the pilot
projects is to improve dugong survivability
and habitat protection while improving
the economic and social wellbeing of
communities by testing financial incentive
tools to reduce direct dugong mortality.
Such pilot projects have already been
initiated in Mozambique and Papua
New Guinea, where in-country teams
implement the project and the Secretariat
is in a coordinating role. The Bazaruto
Archipelago pilot project in Mozambique
carries a participatory approach to project
design to identify incentives to reduce bycatch mortality of dugongs and detrimental
habitat impacts from gill net fisheries.
The session strengthened dugong networks
and, furthermore, new collaborations were
established (CETAMADA, WCS). The
session group suggested that (a) historical
data on dugong should be looked at and
analyzed as well, not just current data;
(b) dugong habitat i.e. seagrass mapping
should be obtained; (c) to help in dugong
related questions and awareness-raising,
a possible idea – pending to available
funds – could be a global dugong forum
or instant message site to post questions
and have a quick reply from experts; (d)
a mailing list could be established for
better communication among dugong
conservation groups and contact points in
the range states; (e) a database should be
established for dugong literature. After the
symposium the Dugong MOU Secretariat
received a kind offer from C3 (Community
Centred Conservation) to host an online
global database of dugong references for
published and grey literature.
The meeting report will be available on
the Dugong MOU Secretariat website
http://www.cms.int/species/dugong/
dugong_noticeboard.htm.
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Book Launch: Adapting to a Changing Environment
During the Seventh Symposium,
Drs. Joshua Cinner and Tim Mc
Clanahan launched their book
titled Adapting to a Changing
Environment;
Confronting
the
Consequences of Climate Change.
Published by Oxford University Press,
the new book, which supported by
WIOMSA through a MASMA grant,
tackles the problem of climate change
from an interdisciplinary perspective
and provides the most detailed and
holistic study to date on how climate
change will impact the ecology and
economy of people dependent on
natural resources. It also develops a
general framework applicable to other
areas and social-ecological systems.
For those who depend on the bounty
of the sea for their livelihoods,
climate change and its consequences
(warming water, coral bleaching,
rising sea levels) could spell disaster.
The region comprising the eastern
coastline of Africa and the islands
of the western Indian Ocean-home to many of the Earth’s most
impoverished people--is particularly
vulnerable to significant climate
impacts. Focusing on coral reef
fisheries in these areas, which
collectively support millions of
people, this book provides a tool
box of options for confronting the
consequences of climate change
through
building
local-scale
adaptive capacity and improving the
condition of natural resources. This
requires strengthening a society’s
flexibility, assets, learning, and social
organizations, as well as restricting
or limiting its resource use. These
two broad concepts--building social
capacity and limiting certain types of
resource use--interact in complicated
ways, requiring coordinated actions.
The authors argue that adaptation
solutions are context dependent,
determined in part by local resource
conditions, human adaptive capacity,
and exposure to climate change
impacts, but also by a people’s
history, culture, and aspirations.
Providing an up-to-date and original synthesis
of environmental stress, natural resources,
and the socioeconomics of climate change,
Adapting to a Changing Environment
develops a framework to provide governments,
scientists, managers, and donors with critical
information about local context, encouraging
the implementation of nuanced actions that
reflect local conditions.

AdApting

to A

ChAnging
EnvironmEnt
Confronting the Consequences
of Climate Change

...
T i m R . m c c l a n a h a n a n d J o s h ua E . c i n n E R

The publication targets scientific managers
(protected area and fisheries managers)
responsible for making decisions about
environmental problems; graduate and
undergraduate students working on multidisciplinary environmental problems; other
readers interested in potential solutions for
climate change.

Get your copy of the book from Oxford
University Press http://www.oup.com/
us/catalog/general/subject/Sociology/
EnvironmentTechnology/, or from Amazon,
http://www.amazon.com/Adapting-ChangingEnvironment-Confronting-Consequences/.
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Seychelles’ science shines at scientific symposium
As Seychelles develops a knowledge-based society, recent exciting activities proved that
science and technology are advancing rapidly in our small country.

Karen Chong Seng accepts her prize from the KMFRI Director, Dr. Johnson Kazungu. Looking on are Nirmal Shah and Julius Francis.

The seventh scientific symposium of the Western Indian
Ocean Marine Science Association (WIOMSA) held recently in
Mombasa, Kenya, witnessed scientific presentations – both oral
and posters – by nine Seychellois and Seychelles-based scientists
from several institutions. Consolidating the advances made, two
Seychellois PhD students – Karen Chong-Seng and Jude Bijoux
– were given awards for best oral presentations – a reflection
of the quality of their work and the professionalism of their
presentations.
WIOMSA is internationally recognised as the major marine and
coastal science institution in the region. Its president is Seychellois
Nirmal Jivan Shah – the first citizen from a small island state
of the region elected to head this increasingly indispensable
association that brings together scientists, managers, policy
makers, students and key stakeholders. More than 500 delegates
attended the seventh symposium.

Seychelles’ contribution to marine
science and conservation
The growing contribution of Seychelles to marine science and
conservation was highlighted during the symposium. The focus
was also on the lead authors of these presentations who are based
at the Seychelles Fishing Authority (SFA), Nature Seychelles and
the Island Conservation Society (ICS).
Karen Chong-Seng is a Seychellois PhD student enrolled at
the James Cook University (Australia). Her studies, based in

Seychelles and supported by the Seychelles Fishing Authority,
aims at understanding the ecological processes that are
important for the recovery of coral reefs.
Recent studies have revealed that some of our inshore reefs are
recovering from the coral bleaching episode of 1998. However,
at many others, the recovery of corals has been slow or the reefs
are now being dominated by algae instead of coral.
Ms Chong-Seng’s research findings will have implications on
how we manage human impacts on reefs, including the fisheries
for algae-eating fish that play an important role in reef recovery.
Jude Bijoux is well known to Praslin fishermen who helped him
in his research on kordonnyen blan. In his study, Mr Bijoux
analyses the time the fish spend at sites where they spawn,
known as spawning aggregations, whether they are faithful to
particular sites, and the distances and routes the fish travel to
reach there.
The work has been very useful in the establishment of comanagement of small scale fisheries on Praslin between Praslin
fishermen themselves and the SFA. Mr Bijoux’s PhD studies
have been supported by the GEF, SFA, Institut de Recherche
pour le Développement (IRD) and the University of Marseille
(France).
The symposium also offered an opportunity for other young
Seychellois scientists to showcase the work they are doing at
organisations such as the SFA.
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Gregory Berke presented on SEYSHA, a collaborative project
between of SFA, IRD, Marine Conservation Society Seychelles
and the South African Institute of Aquatic Biodiversity
(SAIAB). This project is studying the spatial behaviour of
reef sharks around the inner islands of Seychelles, for which
acoustic transmitters are used to track their movements and
residency at inshore reefs. This work addresses an important
gap we have in our knowledge of sharks and will help in the
implementation of the national plan of action for sharks.
Calvin Gerry, who is a physical oceanographer working for
the SFA, delivered a presentation on computer-based models
of how kordonnyen blan larvae disperse from spawning
aggregation sites on Praslin.
Similar to Mr Bijoux’s work, this study is supporting the
establishment of co-management for small-scale fisheries
on Praslin, by providing information on the distribution of
kordonnyen blan as well as the supply of the larvae to reef areas.
More senior scientists who have been working for many years
in the field were present as well and they made some key
presentations.
Jan Robinson from the SFA delivered a presentation on spiny
lobster (oumar) stock assessment. This study will provide estimates
of optimal harvest rates that, if introduced, would enable the
fishery to be open for more consecutive seasons than is currently
allowed. It is now recognised that elimination of illegal fishing
in closed seasons and years would allow either more licences to
be given or an extension of the open season to more than three
months – an important finding for our fishermen.
Riaz Aumeeruddy of Nature Seychelles presented information
from a pilot study that is looking at the impacts of climate change
on hawksbill turtles. Turtle eggs are sensitive to minor changes in
nest temperature that can change the sex ratio of hatchlings.
Mr Aumeeruddy also made a presentation on a recently launched
project to identify and demarcate Marine Important Bird Areas
(MIBAs) in Seychelles. This is being seen as a new tool to protect
important areas of the ocean that are important for seabirds which
themselves are indicators of the health of the ocean.
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Dr Shah’s ‘reef gardening’ concept
Dr Shah of Nature Seychelles presented an overview of the coral reef
restoration work that is being conducted at the Cousin island special
reserve and other reefs on Praslin. The corals reefs of Cousin were
particularly badly affected by the coral bleaching episode of 1998
and have shown slow rates of recovery.
The work involves the ‘reef gardening’ concept where small
fragments of corals are collected and reared in underwater nurseries.
Upon reaching suitable sizes, these so-called coral nubbins are then
transplanted on to degraded reefs, where their survival is carefully
monitored. This will be the first time in the world that such a large
scale coral restoration programme using this method is being
attempted Aurélie Duhec from the ICS delivered a presentation
on Black-naped Tern (Dyanman) breeding colonies in the St
François Atoll. This uncommon and understudied seabird is of
high ornithological interest since the conducted studies have now
identified two small nesting sites and revealed two nesting periods
per year.
Interestingly, a single Roseate Tern (Dyanman roz) has constantly
been observed within the breeding colony during four consecutive
years and research is continuing into suspected hybridisation
between the two species.
It was suggested that St François should now qualify as an
Important Bird Area for Black-naped terns, for which the current
threshold is just two birds, and work will continue on understanding
the breeding behaviour of the two species at the sites.
Other foreign scientists working in Seychelles also made
presentations. Haruko Koike, a PhD student based at the SFA and
the University of Hawaii, presented preliminary results from her
studies on the sea cucumber fishery of Seychelles.
This research is looking at whether there is a natural refuge for
commercial sea cucumber occurring in areas too deep for divers to
operate. This is being conducted using an unmanned submarine
vehicle that can descend to depths greater than 40 metres and video
sea cucumbers. The study will also address the benefits of marine
protected areas (MPAs) for sea cucumbers and the role of habitat in
their distribution and abundance.
As well as these first-author presentations, many Seychellois and
Seychelles-based scientists also featured on more than 10 other
presentations as co-authors, reflecting the broad collaboration
and involvement in regional projects that are advancing science in
Seychelles and elsewhere.
“The high level of exposure for Seychelles science at the WIOMSA
symposium should serve as a benchmark for further progress in the
years to come. It can provide an inspiration for young Seychellois
interested in science,” said Mr Shah, the WIOMSA president.
Jan Robinson added: “With the establishment of the University
of Seychelles, it is expected that future generations will provide a
steady source of scientists to continue working on knowledge-based
solutions to the many issues that Seychelles faces.”
The above article appeared in the Nation Seychelles on the
21.11.2011
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